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Good afternoon,

A little over two years ago, as a member of the Wanaruah Local Aboriginal Lands
Council, I attended a meeting where the membership denied the ability of
researchers to take the life of a single, believed to be, unknown legless lizard for
research purposes to ensure no harm was done to the population of this little
known species.  

Since that time, I have had the opportunity to be a part of a group, including
Stehphen Mahoney, that sought and found the legless lizard locally.  The
excitement of  handling this tiny creature and knowing that the fate of species such
as these are within our hands, is both terrifying and inspiring but it is our
responsibility.

As the chairperson of a local Aboriginal organisation, Earth Connection Indigenous
Corporation (EConIC), and acknowledging the traditional owners, descendants
and all Aboriginal people born on this country as custodians of the land and all that
dwells within and upon it, I wish to make comment on actions to protect this
species.  This being:

1. That consent is refused  for the Mt Pleasant Optimisation Project. In addition to
further disturbing habitat at a time when little is known about this species, this
mine expansion will exacerbate climate change. As Australia State of the
Environment 2021 notes, climate change “is becoming a new driver for habitat
change and species loss”.

2. Delma vescolineata may - in future - be listed as a threatened species under the
BC Act therefore no additional mining should be allowed to occur before the
effective conservation of this species is understood.

3. And, if additional mining is approved at Mt Pleasant, it must be staged in such a
way as to allow the completion of research into that detail.

Having experienced seeing and photographing the Delma vescolineata myself, I
can attest to the fragility of this legless lizard and its current habitat and will
continue to raise concern and awareness around something so unique to our area
believing that it must be protected.

I also believe that consultation with the Aboriginal community is essential in all
situations like this where extensive and deep knowledge of this country is vital to
the long-term survival of all our flora and fauna.

Should you wish to discuss this further, please do not hesitate to contact me on
the phone number below.

Thank you for your time.



Kate Wood-Pahuru
(Wanaruah/Wonnarua Woman and EConIC Chairperson)

Chairperson:
Earth Connection Indigenous Corporation (EConIC)




